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The Value of Storytelling
When children listen to stories being read to them, they …
§
§
§
§
§

Acquire and improve listening skills
Hear the sounds of language in use
Discover the rhythms of language
Begin to make “pictures” in their minds
Make predictions regarding characters and plot

When children have the opportunity to participate in story reading and storytelling,
they …
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Practice and improve kinesthetic skills
Activate their imagination
Become engaged in the story
Become part of a group
Practice and improve oral communication skills
Retain story better (the brain remembers what the hands, voice, and body do)
Learn how to enjoy reading in an interesting manner
Become energized and motivated to learn
Engage in social and emotional learning
Strengthen social and emotional skills
Understand respectful group communication
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The Enormous Turnip
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The Story –
The Enormous
Turnip

O

nce upon a time, there was
a farmer. It was time to plant
his garden.
Every year he planted corn, beans,
and squash, but this year he was
hungry for turnips. So, he planted a few turnip seeds. They began to grow, but one turnip grew
much larger than the others. It grew, and grew, and grew until it was ENORMOUS. “I better pick this
turnip before it gets rotten in the ground.”
You see, turnips grow under the ground. The greens are on top of the soil and the actual turnip in
under the ground. This turnip was bursting out of the ground! The farmer pulled on the turnip, but
it was so big it would not come out. He pulled harder and harder, but it would not come out of the
ground. “I am going to need some help with this turnip, he said. “I will ask my wife to help me.” His
wife really liked turnips, so when the farmer called, she ran to help him.
Together they pulled as hard as they could, but the turnip would not come out of the ground.
The wife cried, “ We need more help! I will call our daughter.” The daughter loved buttered turnips
so she ran when she heard her mother call. They all pulled as hard as they could, but that turnip
would not come out. “We need more help!” cried the daughter. “But who can we call for help?”
The farmer suggested the dog. “The dog?” the wife and daughter shouted. “How can he help?”
But the dog was a faithful animal so he ran to help. They all pulled as hard as they could, but the
turnip would not come out. The dog barked and barked. Actually, that was his way of asking the
cat for help. The cat was very smart and understood dog barking, so she ran to help. They all
pulled as hard as they could, but that turnip would not come out of the ground.
They were all just about to give up, when the tiny barnyard mouse wandered by as he heard all of
the commotion. “I know I am tiny,” he thought, “but I can try to help out.” So now the farmer, wife,
daughter, dog, cat, and mouse all pulled as hard as they could and the turnip came out of the
ground with a big POP!
The wife made a delicious supper of turnip stew, fried turnip greens, and a tasty turnip pie. Of
course, the dog, cat, and mouse were invited to share the meal. “You know,” said the farmer, “we
would not have this delicious meal if we hadn’t all cooperated to pull that turnip out of the ground!”
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The Characters
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The Activity
Presenting the Story of The Enormous Turnip
You and your children can retell the story of The Enormous Turnip by using this visual
representation of the characters and action in the story.
The background is a representation of the farmer’s garden with a blue sky and brown
soil. You may choose to substitute other animals and people in order to reflect various
cultures. The sizes of the cardboard are approximate. Cardboard from the backs of
tablets work well. Corrugated cardboard for this project is not recommended because
it has a tendency to bend on the corrugation lines. Use heavy cardboard that won’t
buckle. If you use brown or grey cardboard, you can add highlights and decorate to
resemble a garden.
These are all suggestions. Use your imagination to expand on this idea. Think of how
you can make other stories come to life with visual images. Tools for Life would love to
see your creations!

Materials
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

2 pieces of cardboard approx.10x13”
3 ½ yds of ¼ inch elastic or yarn
1 piece of blue colored paper sized to match cardboard
2 pieces of white cardstock
Wide clear packing tape
Scotch tape
Glue or rubber cement
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Making the Background
Cover one piece of cardboard with colored paper and glue in place. Reinforce with
wide packing tape across one long end. You can decorate this by adding a sunshine or
clouds.
Lay the other piece of cardboard on a table in landscape position. Draw a line across the
middle. Cut the cardboard along the line but make small waves as you cut to indicate
undulations of the soil. If your cardboard is already brown or gray, you may draw brown
highlights and green plants to complete the garden.
If your cardboard is another color, you may want to cover it with brown paper or
decorate it to resemble a garden. Set both pieces aside.

Making the Story Characters
Copy the story characters on to cardstock. You may
laminate them for durability. Cut each character out. You
may want to leave a tiny margin around the narrow areas
for stability. (If you are laminating, cut first, then laminate
and trim.)
Lay each character face down on a table. Position a piece
of elastic or yarn on the character so it runs vertically.
Adjust the elastic or yarn so it is somewhat centered on the
character. Tape the elastic to the character. Set aside.
For yarn – cut 7 pieces of yarn approximately 20” each.
For elastic – cut 7 pieces of elastic 18” each. With a pen or
pencil mark a line ½” from one end of each piece.
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Putting the Storyboard Together
Story characters are placed on board left to right – the turnip, farmer, wife, daughter,
dog, cat, and mouse.
If you are using yarn, position each character on the front of the storyboard, flip over
and tie in place on the back. Make sure that the yarn is taut but not enough to bend the
cardboard. If you are using elastic, staple or sew elastic together.
Lay the “garden” along the bottom edge of the sky piece. Tape along each side with
wide tape. Leave the bottom open.

Telling the Story – Individual or Group Presentation
Hold the storyboard to face the audience. As you tell the story, place one hand behind
the board and slide the elastic or yarn to make the characters appear in the story. Do
not stand background on a table or the elastic will not slide. You may need to adjust the
spacing of the characters so they don’t run into each other when being raised.
You are now ready to say those famous words – Once upon a time …
Enjoy!
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Stone Soup
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Stone Soup
Stone Soup is a folk story in which hungry strangers convince the people of a town to
each share a small amount of their food in order to make a meal that everyone enjoys.
The story offers a moral regarding the value of sharing, generosity and teamwork in a
community.
We do not repeat the story of Stone Soup here as several versions of Stone Soup readalouds are already available on YouTube:
§ youtube.com/watch?v=BZf60cb3Th8
§ youtube.com/watch?v=efRALL4Qmsc
§ youtube.com/watch?v=MC-S8zL21B0&t=48s

Activities related to a story called Stone Soup
The following are two ideas for sharing Stone Soup with children.
ONE: Sew, cut out or purchase artificial veggies
This educator-led activity features an interactive version of the story with children who
contribute by adding veggies to the soup and help the educator tell the story with oral
responses.
TWO: Tabletop version of Stone Soup
This version features small paper veggies and a cauldron that children can use
independently after participating in the educator-led version of the story.

ONE: Sew, cut out or purchase artificial veggies
Sew, cut out or purchase the following:
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Green peas and string beans, and leaves
Orange Carrot
Purple Beet
Yellow Corn
Orange Squash
Red Tomato
Brown Potato
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Use a black plastic cauldron found in craft and dollar stores for the soup pot. Don’t
forget the stones, collected by the children. When telling the story, you can place the
cauldron in the center of the story circle. Before telling the story, place veggies in a sack
and have each child pull one out identifying it by name and color. Instruct children to
“donate” their veggie to the pot as they help you tell the story.
Whether you read or tell the story, you can encourage children to participate by asking
them to fill in the blanks. For example:
The soldiers had not eaten for days. They were really… Hungry!
The people did not want to share their food, so they hid it. Children can “hide”
their veggie behind them.
Use your imagination for other ways to include children’s interaction with the story, so
they become storytellers along with you. Repetitive phrases, jingles, hand gestures, etc.,
will enhance the story experience for everyone.

TWO: Tabletop version of Stone Soup
Stone Soup – Interactive Tabletop Version
Children can practice retelling skills in small groups
with this tabletop version.

Materials needed:
§ 1 square-bottomed lunch bag
§ Black construction paper or cardstock
Cut out the black cauldron
and trace onto black paper.
Laminate for durability. Trim a
lunch bag and glue or tape on
one side of the cauldron.
Make sure the bottom of the
bag aligns with the bottom of
the cauldron.
You now have a standing cauldron with a place for the veggies in the back.
Copy the veggies below onto cardstock. You may want to enlarge them a bit.
You may also want to laminate them for durability.
Children can read or tell Stone Soup and add the veggies as mentioned in the story.
When finished with the story, place the veggies in the bag. Fold and store.
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Creating Your Own Stories
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Creating Your Own Stories
Bookstores and libraries are packed with high quality literature for infants, toddlers, and
preschool aged children. As you continue to read and tell stories with your children, think
about alternative ways you can share stories with them. One way is to create your own
books.
It is never too early to introduce your children to books. You will find that books for
infants and toddlers are rich in visuals that allow the caregiver or parent to use the
book in many ways. The first books for infants and toddlers emphasize learning - colors,
letters, sounds, recognition of animals, etc. The following are ideas for creating a
Learning Book that you can customize for your child or children.

The Learning Book
Materials needed:
§ 1 composition book 9” x 7”
§ Pictures and photos from families, magazines, calendars, greeting cards, clip art
§ Glue or rubber cement
Note: glue sticks are not recommended as they are not permanent. The pictures
will dry up and eventually fall off the pages.

This interactive book is an easy way to help children identify objects, people, and
activities.
Cut pictures of animals, people, food, activities, etc., from magazines and other media.
Place one each on a page. You can keep adding pictures as your child experiences more
of his/her environment. You might also want to decorate the cover to make it colorful
and personal.
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When you share the book, ask the child questions such as:
What is this? (a cat) What does the cat say? (Meeooow) What color is the cat? etc.
Oh, look at this picture. Who do we have here? (dogs) Let’s count the dogs. (have
child point and count with you. 1,2,3,4) Are all the dogs the same? Some are big
and some are little. Point to the big dogs. Point to the little dogs. Point to the dog’s
ears. (etc.) What do you think their names are?
You can even make up a story about the dogs. “Once upon a time there were four dogs.
They liked to play together. One day they decided to go for a walk …”
You can spend as much time as you want on each picture.
Sometimes you might want to
linger like this on a page or two,
then just go through and ask
the child to identify the item on
the page. Your child will most
likely choose what to do, either
by continuing to talk about the
page or wanting to turn to the
next page.

Family Learning Books
Encourage children and families to share photos celebrating their diverse culture,
and store those in a Family Learning Book. Relive stories about the family members
in the photos, or create Learning Books using photos of other children and a variety
of family members.
If there are action photos, you
can co-create stories about the
occasion portrayed in the photo.
Initially, you might ask the child
to point to Gramma, etc. But
as he/she becomes more vocal,
you can engage in a higher level
of conversation. Who is in this
picture? (pointing) My Mom and
Dad, Grandpa and Gramma, and
my sisters, Keisha and Ali, and that’s me when I was one year old.
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What are you doing? Eating.
Where are you? At home. My Grandparents came for my first Birthday party.
What is Grandpa eating? Salad. What is Keisha eating? Chicken salad
What are you eating? Nothing. I was just a baby then, sitting on my Mom’s lap.
Do you remember the Birthday party? Not really.
Do you remember when this photo was taken. Well, I know that Gramma and Grandpa
came to visit us. They had to come in a big airplane because they live so far away.
Was this the first time they ever saw you? Yes, and they brought me a big blue teddy
bear for my birthday. I still have it. Etc.
As the child acquires more language, he/she will be able to retell that little story.

Natural Environment Learning Books
You can also create a sequence of pictures of animals and characters in natural settings.
You and your children can co-create a story based on the sequence of pictures.

When you create a personalized Learning Book for a child or a group of children, you will
always have something to read at home or at the center.
You and your child or children will spend special, quality time together as you engage in
valuable and entertaining literacy activities that will help prepare them for future learning.
Reading is always an important time of the day!
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